Interview

Playing at home
Going to the movies in style has never been easier thanks to the rise of luxury home
cinemas. Gruffudd Owen looks at some of the finest gems bunkered in private dwellings

F

or all the glamour and
excitement of a night out
at the movies, there are
myriad ways of recreating the
silver screen experience from
the comfort of home. And it’s
not just Hollywood A-listers
investing in a big night in.
Bespoke services enable
anything from the classic Art
Deco cinema aesthetic to
a more contemporary feel.
ROOM WITH A VIEW

As proof that the luxury home
cinema can be constructed
to virtually any specification,
look no further than Enrique
Iglesias’ installation. Situated
by the water, it provides both

impressive views from its unusual
octagon-shaped interior, as well
as undoubted comfort for ideal
movie-watching, with plentiful
seating and a large screen.
This setup is likely to fall in
the US$20,000 price range.
SPACIOUS CINEMA-GOING

For a similar expenditure, there
is the option of following Britney
Spears’ lead. The Baby One
More Time sensation opted for
a more spacious approach with
tiered seating – a clear nod to
conventional cinema-going that
nevertheless retains the cosiness
and informality expected at home.
It also benefits from a large front
wall, enabling for a greater scope
of screen sizes – something that
may not necessarily be available
in an octagonal room. ➤
Above: Lighting, ambience and
accoustics is key to the home
cinema experience Left: Enjoy
DiCaprio, Pitt – or whoever you
wish on the big screen from
the comfort of home
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Home cinemas

COMFORT IS KEY

If comfort is the priority, rather
than screen size, you could
always take a leaf out of Khloe
Kardashian’s book. Featuring a
sofa and chaise longues – not to
mention a plethora of cushions –
it covers all bases, catering for
both the sitting and the reclining
movie watcher. A side table for
snacks and refreshments is also
thrown in for good measure –
a must-have in any cinema.
VELVET DELUXE

As is the case with Khloe
Kardashian’s approach, opulent
velvet is frequently the go-to fabric
when it comes to sofa upholstery
in home cinemas. Chrissy Teigen
and John Legend have gone one
step further in their Beverly Hills
property, faithfully recreating the
timeless cinema look with velvet
padded walls and tiered seating.
A NIGHT AT THE MOVIES

Another quintessential cinema
staple is mood lighting. Nothing
reminds us more of moviegoing
than the moment when the lights
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are dimmed and the curtains are
drawn back, and it is with this
in mind that Jennifer Lopez has
paid special attention to the
lighting in her own home cinema.
The tiered seating is another
classy touch that once again
replicates the feeling of doing
the real thing. A home cinema
installation of this type is available
for around $120,000.
THE GREAT OUTDOORS

Who says the home cinema
experience has to be enjoyed
indoors? Jennifer Lawrence’s
penthouse rooftop setup in New
York offers everything you could
possibly need for a relaxing
couple of hours watching movies,
and once the credits roll there
is always the welcome distraction
of the stunning city skyline.
A CINEMA FIT FOR A KING

The demand for home cinemas
is so great that they are available
in a whole host of shapes,
sizes, environments and, most
importantly, price ranges. If
you’re really looking to treat

yourself and invest in a high-end
cinema, you could do worse
than to look at Tyler Perry’s
effort, which can be yours for
an estimated $600,000. The
mock-castle aesthetic – complete
with a vaulted ceiling and stone
pillars – makes for a truly
immersive and atmospheric

experience without losing any
of the comfort and luxury you’d
expect from such an outlay. ■
Below: Some go for traditional
red velvet seating for a more
intimate experience Bottom:
Others make room for a more
corporate comfort feel

